Naked Madrid is a friendly blog about Madrid and Spain, created by a team of young professionals from around the world, some of whom are SLU alumni. We’re looking for interns for the following two positions:

1. Writing (blogging & social media)
2. Photography (blogging & social media)

What you’ll learn:
- How to use WordPress (well)
- How to write successful articles for blogs and social media

What you’ll build:
- **Portfolio:** when you finish, you will have **real examples** of your work to show to future employers, something that is often not stressed enough at university
- **Experience:** in social media, blogging, travel journalism, social media marketing and photography—fields that currently offer a lot of job opportunities

What you’ll enjoy:
- Working for a young, popular and growing travel blog
- Exploring Madrid and having an excuse to really get to know it better
- Seeing the fruit of your labor—you’ll be able to track absolutely all the “likes”, “hits” and “shares” of your articles, a.k.a. you’ll be able to see its success with real facts and numbers
- Getting constructive feedback for absolutely all your work
- Flexibility and freedom: deadlines are not set, but we will work out a specific number of articles/photos to submit by the end of the term

Tasks:
- For writers, you will submit a certain number of articles (blog posts) over three months. We will work out the article topics as a team. You will also be asked to provide original photos for your articles, even if you are not the photography intern.
- For photographers, you will be asked to submit a certain number of photos per month. We will work out what types of photos together; however, there will be a mix of photos that we request from you and that you choose on your own. You will also be an aid to the team of collaborating writers and to all our social media sites. We also want to stress that you will be credited for absolutely all your photos.

Contact:** dbiniori@gmail.com

If you are interested, send your resume to **bolsatrabajo-madrid@slu.edu**.